
John D. O'Toole 
Vice President 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  
4 I rving Place, New York, NY 10003 
Telephone (212) 460-2533 

June 14, 1983 

Re: Indian Point Unit No. 2 
Docket No. 50-247 

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

ATTN: Mr. Steven A. Varga, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch No. 1 
Division of Licensing 

Dear Mr. Varga: 

Attachment A to this letter contains additional information in support of 
our May 4, 1983 application for amendment to the Indian Point Unit No. 2 
operating license. That application requested a change to the plant's 
Technical Specifications to revise the limiting conditions for operation 
for the reactor cavity level monitoring instrumentation. Specifically, 
the amendment would permit power operation with any two of the three 
presently installed reactor cavity level monitoring devices operable.  
Currently, the Technical Specifications require that the reactor cavity 
continuous level monitor and one of the two installed independent level 
alarms be operable prior to bringing the reactor above cold shutdown.  
The information contained in Attachment A to this letter is in response 
to questions posed during a May 6, 1983 telephone discussion among 
yourself, members of your staff and Con Edison personnel. We trust that 
this additional information will allow you to expedite our application.  

Should you or your staff have any additional questions, please contact us.  

ye truly yours, 

attach.  
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Attachment A 

Prior to the October 17, 1980 flooding of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 
containment building, no level instrumentation had been required or was 
installed in the reactor cavity. Shortly after the event, by submittal 
dated December 22, 1980, Consolidated Edison committed to provide new 
continuous level indication for the reactor cavity in the control room.  
This commitment was facilitated by a readily available spare transmitter 
suitable for that application. In that same letterl Consolidated Edison 
also committed to install two new submersible level control switches for 
start/stop of the reactor cavity pumps to replace the existing single 
level control switch.  

By letter dated November 21, 1980, NRC forwarded IE Bulletin No. 80-24 
"Prevention of Damage Due to Water Leakage Inside Containment (October 
17, 1980 Indian Point 2 Event)" for licensee action. Among other things, 

that bulletin required that, for plants with open cooling water systems 
inside containment, licensees verify the existence or provide redundant 
means of detecting and promptly alerting control room operators of a 
significant accumulation of water in containment including the reactor 
cavity. Subsequently, Consolidated Edison elected to provide two new 
reactor cavity level alarms in the control room actuated from the two new 

submersible level control switches that had been provided for start/stop 
of the reactor cavity pumps. Thus the reactor cavity was provided with 
two separate and independent level alarms as well as the continuous level 
monitor.  

When Technical Specification changes were proposed to preclude recurrence 
of another such event, specific limits were placed on the level of water 
permitted in the containment sumps and reactor cavity during plant 
operation. It was further recognized that although the separate and 
independent level alarms provided annunciation indicating the presence of 
water in the reactor cavity, the only positive means available for 
observing operation of the pumps was via the continuous level monitor.  
The proposed Technical Specifications therefore specifically required the 
operability of the continuous level monitor. In practice however the 
reactor cavity is maintained essentially dry (by design) during reactor 
operation and the continous level monitor reads at or near zero. Thus, 
during routine reactor operation, the continuous level monitor provides 
no more information to the control room operator than is provided by the 
separate and independent level alarms. Further, reactor cavity pump no.  
1 is set to start pumping when water level in the reactor cavity reaches 
El. 191-7 1/2". The reactor cavity continuous level monitor indicates 
over the range El. 19'-9" to El. 46'-9". Thus, for leakage rates into 
the reactor cavity within the capability of reactor cavity pump no. 1, no 
indication of reactor cavity water accumulation would be observable on 
the reactor cavity continuous level monitor.  

As noted in the safety assessment provided with our application for 
license amendment, leakage into containment would most likely be directed



to the containment and recirculation sumps. Only after these sumps are 
filled can water begin to overflow onto the containment floor and 
eventually enter the reactor cavity after overflowing a six inch high 
curb. Numerous indications are available to the operator to alert him to 

water accumulation in the containment and recirculation sumps. Technical 

Specifications limit the level of water within those sumps and require 
plant shutdown at levels within those sumps well before reaching the 
containment floor. Only two sources of water have been identified that 
could result in water accumulation in the reactor cavity without first 
entering the containment and/or recirculation sumps. These include 

leakage from the primary pressure boundary itself (reactor vessel, incore 
instrumentation conduits, etc.) and component cooling system leakage from 
small cooling water supply and return lines to heat exchangers located 

below the reactor vessel nozzles provided to prevent overheating of the 
concrete biological shield wall supporting the reactor vessel. Leakage 

from both of these sources is easily determined by means other than 
reactor cavity water level monitoring. These methods include water 

inventory balances for the primary system and changes in surge tank level 

for the component cooling system. We believe that these methods taken 
together with the proposed Technical Specification change contained in 
our May 4, 1983 application will adequately assure that reactor cavity 
water level is monitored and that appropriate action will be taken in the 

event of any significant accumulation of water in the cavity.  

The proposed change is necessary to afford flexibility in the types of 

level monitoring instruments that can be used to satisfy Technical 
Specification operability requirements. Currently, the Technical 

Specifications require either a visual examination of containment once 
per shift or a plant shutdown if either the reactor cavity continuous 
level monitor or the required independent reactor cavity level alarm are 
inoperable for a period in excess of thirty (30) consecutive days.  
Calibration and repair of the installed reactor cavity level 

instrumentation is severely complicated by the high temperature, 

humidity,, radiation and limited access in the reactor cavity with the 
reactor at power. Thus, repair or calibration of the non-redundant 

reactor cavity continuous level monitoring system is effectively 

precluded with the reactor at power. This requirement is unnecessarily 
restrictive in that continued plant operation depends upon the continued 
operability of a single instrument. Although under such circumstances 
plant operation may continue, contingent upon the performance of a visual 

examination of containment once per shift, in practice this alternative 
often proves unacceptable due to the personnel exposures required to 
support such frequent containment entries.  

As currently arranged, the first reactor cavity "Hi" level alarm is set 
to actuate at El. 19'-7 1/2". The second reactor cavity "Hi-Hi" level 
alarm is set to actuate at El. 20'-5". Technical Specifications require
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a controlled plant shutdown if water level in the reactor cavity pit 
reaches El. 20'-O", and an immediate plant shutdown if water level in the 
reactor cavity reaches El. 20'-5". Each alarm has its own annunciator 
window and is accompanied by an audible indication.  

Alarm response procedures will be revised to require that upon receipt of 
the first alarm an investigation will be initiated to determine the cause 
of the indication. This will include a check against the continuous 
indicating device if it is operable and/or a containment entry as 
necessary. In the event the continuous level monitor were inoperable 
together with an assumed failure of the "Hi" level alarm, technical 
specifications require an immediate plant shutdown upon receipt of the 
"Hi-Hi" level alarm thereby assuring that action is taken to place the 
reactor in a subcritical condition before water accumulation in the 
reactor cavity comes in contact with primary system components.
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